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On Inconsistency of the Jackknife-after-Bootstrap
Bias Estimator for Dependent Data
Soumendra Nath Lahiri*
Iowa State University
B. Efron introduced jackknife-after-bootstrap as a computationally efficient
method for estimating standard errors of bootstrap estimators. In a recent paper
consistency of the jackknife-after-bootstrap variance estimators has been established
for different bootstrap quantities for independent and dependent data. In this paper,
it is shown that in the dependent case, the standard jackknife-after-bootstrap
estimator for the bias of block bootstrap quantities is inconsistent for almost any
sensible choice of the blocking parameters. Some alternative bias estimators are
proposed and shown to be consistent.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In his seminal paper, Efron (1992) formulated the jackknife-after-
bootstrap (JAB) method for assessing the accuracy of bootstrap estimators
in the case when the data are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.). In principle, the JAB involves applying the jackknife method to a
bootstrap estimator using a representation of the jackknife deleted point
values. One of the most desirable features of the JAB, as shown by Efron
(1992) in the i.i.d. case, is that ‘‘the jackknife estimate of standard error
for a bootstrap quantity can be computed from the original bootstrap
replications, with no further resampling required.’’ Furthermore, the
pseudo-values of the bootstrap quantity need no additional computation;
they are readily obtained from the bootstrap computation itself. In a recent
paper, Lahiri (1996b) has proposed a similar method (also referred to as
the JAB) in the context of bootstrapping dependent data and showed that
it possesses the same computational advantage as its i.i.d. counterpart.
Furthermore, it has been shown in that paper that the variance estimators
produced by the JAB are consistent in a wide variety of problems for both
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dependent and independent data. The JAB method is particularly attractive
for deriving variance estimators of bootstrap estimators since(i) it
automatically provides an estimator of the variance of bootstrap values
which are analytically too complicated for explicit estimation (especially
under dependence), and (ii) it gives a computationally simpler method to
evaluate these estimates compared to other alternative methods like a
double bootstrap. In this paper we consider the consistency properties of
the JAB method for estimating the bias of bootstrap estimates in the
dependent case.
A precise description of the JAB method for dependent data is given in
the next section. Roughly speaking, the JAB for dependent data applies a
version of the block jackknife method to a block bootstrap quantity in a
special way so that the jackknife pseudo-values corresponding to a block-
bootstrap estimator can be obtained without additional resampling. The
main difference between the JAB and the block-jackknife methods is that
the JAB deletes ‘‘blocks of bootstrap blocks’’ at a time to construct the
pseudo-values rather than deleting ‘‘blocks of original observations’’ as in
the block jackknife method. The JAB estimators of the bias and the
variance of a block bootstrap estimator are defined in analogy with the
corresponding estimators for the block jackknife method.
Although the JAB provides consistent variance estimators of bootstrap
quantities for both dependent and independent data, the main results of
this paper show that it performs rather poorly in estimating the bias part
of block bootstrap estimators under dependence. Indeed, the JAB bias
estimator severely underestimates the actual bias of ‘‘block-bootstrap’’
estimators for a wide range of block-sizes and is inconsistent. To describe
the results more precisely, let % n be an estimator of %, the parameter of
interest. Let B n(l) and V n(l) respectively denote the block-bootstrap
estimators of the bias and the variance of % n , based on blocks of size l.
Also, let Bias@JAB( } ) denote the JAB-estimator of the bias of ( } ) when m
bootstrap blocks are deleted at a time. (See (2.2) in Section 2 for the defini-
tion). Then it is proved that under some conditions,
Bias@JAB(, n(l))Bias(, n(l)) p 0 (1.1)
as n  , for , n(l)=B n(l) and V n(l), uniformly in the block sizes l and
m over a large set of integers (including the optimal choice of bootstrap
block sizes). Thus, from (1.1), it follows that the orders of magnitude of the
JAB bias estimators are significantly smaller than the actual biases of these
block bootstrap estimators. As a result, the JAB method fails to provide
consistent estimators of the bias of such block bootstrap quantities.
This has some nontrivial implications for using the JAB to estimate
the mean squared error (MSE) of block bootstrap quantities under
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dependence. To appreciate why, note that in the independent case, the
biases and the variances of bootstrap estimators are typically of the order
O(n&1), as the sample size n tends to infinity. Thus, the main contribution
to the MSE there comes from the variance part only and the JAB yields a
consistent estimator of the MSE in the independent case. However, under
dependence, using the blocks to define bootstrap estimators introduces a
significant amount of bias. For the MSE of block-bootstrap estimators,
depending upon the block size used to define the block bootstrap
estimator, the contribution from the bias-part is no longer negligible. As a
result, the JAB also produces inconsistent estimators of the actual MSE of
block-bootstrap quantities in such situations.
In Section 3, an intuitive explanation for this unexpected property of the
JAB is given. The main reason behind such a strange behaviour of the JAB
is that the second-order terms (which essentially determine the bias) in the
expansions for the original block-bootstrap estimator and its pseudo-values
coincide when the JAB estimator is defined in terms of the original
bootstrap replicates. As a result, the standard JAB estimator fails to detect
the second-order bias terms in block-bootstrap estimators. By considering
the stochastic expansions for the JAB pseudo-values, we define two alter-
native bias estimators for block bootstrap quantities. Just as the JAB, the
proposed estimators do not require any analytical calculations and are
obtained by resampling only. Theorem 3.2 of Section 3 establishes the con-
sistency of the proposed estimators.
The JAB method for i.i.d. data was formulated by Efron (1992), who also
established the computational efficacy of the method. Extension of the JAB
to the dependent case and theoretical properties of the JAB variance
estimators for both dependent and independent cases have been studied by
Lahiri (1996b). Block bootstrap and block jackknife methods for dependent
data have been put forward by Hall (1985), Carlstein (1986), Ku nsch
(1989), Liu and Singh (1992), and Politis and Romano (1992), among
others. Properties of bootstrap and jackknife estimators have been studied
under dependence and independence by several authors; see Reeds (1978),
Bickel and Freedman (1981), Singh (1981), Parr and Schucany (1982),
Babu and Singh (1984a,b), Hall (1988), Shao and Wu (1989), Lahiri (1991,
1996a), Davison and Hall (1993), Hall, Horowitz, and Jing (1993), Go tze
and Ku nsch (1996), Bu hlman (1994), and Naik-Nimbalkar and Rajarshi
(1994) and the references therein. In an earlier work, Beran (1984)
suggested the use of jackknife for bootstrap quantities in a different
context.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, JAB is defined
for dependent data. Section 3 gives the results on inconsistency of the JAB
bias estimator and proposes a possible remedy. Section 4 gives proofs of
the results from Section 3.
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2. JACKKNIFE-AFTER-BOOTSTRAP
Assume that X1 , X2 ,... is a sequence of stationary random vectors with
values in Rd and Xn=(X1 ,..., Xn) denotes the available data. To describe
the JAB for dependent observations, first we give brief descriptions of the
block bootstrap and block jackknife methods. Given the data
Xn=(X1 ,..., Xn), we define the blocks Bj=(Xj ,..., Xj+l&1), j=1,..., N,
where N=n&l+1 and 1ln denotes the block size. Let b be the
largest integer not exceeding nl. Then the bootstrap blocks are obtained
selecting a random sample of size b from a suitable subset of the blocks
[B1 ,..., BN]. For the moving block bootstrap (MBB) method of Ku nsch
(1989) and Liu and Singh (1992), one selects a random sample B*1 ,..., B*b
from the whole collection [B1 ,..., BN]. On the other hand, for Carlstein
(1986)’s method, B*1 ,..., B*b are selected from the collection of nonoverlap-
ping blocks [B(i&1) l+1: 1ib] only. Since each of the resampled blocks
contains l data-values, arranging the components of B*1 ,..., B*b into a
sequence yields n1 #b } l bootstrap samples X*1 ,..., X*n1 . Note that n1 n  1
as n  .
Let % n=H(X n) be an estimator of the parameter %=H(+), where
H : Rd  R is a smooth function, X n=n&1 ni=1 Xi and +=EX1 . Then, the
bootstrap version of % n is given by %*n=H(X *n), where X *n=n&11 
n1
i=1 X*i .
Let ,n=,(Gn) be a functional of the sampling distribution Gn of Tn=
(% n&%). For example, ,n= x dGn is the bias of % n and ,n= x2 dGn&
( x dGn)2 is the variance of % n . The bootstrap estimator of ,n is then given by
, n(l)=,(G n(l)),
where G n(l) is the conditional distribution of T*n=(H(X n*)&H(+^n)), given
the data Xn , based on blocks of length l and +^n is the conditional expecta-
tion of X*n , given Xn . For notational simplicity, we suppress the dependence
on l, unless there is a chance of confusion. Thus, we set , n(l)=, n ,
G n(l)=G n , etc. Under either of the block bootstrap methods, G n is known
once the data have been observed, and hence, , n can be calculated.
However, an exact evaluation of G n is difficult. In practice, G n is
approximated by Monte Carlo simulations, by drawing a large number
(say, K) of replicates (B*k1 ,..., B*
k
b ), k=1,..., K, calculating the bootstrap
variable T*kn based on each replicate, and replacing G n by the empirical
distribution G *n of [T*kn : k=1,..., K].
Next we describe the block jackknife method based on blocks of size l.
Suppose that #^n= gn(Xn) be an estimator of a parameter #. For i=1,..., N,
define the i th jackknife block-deleted point value #^(i )n by #^
(i )
n = gn&l(Xn, i),
where Xn, i #Xn"Bi is the set of data values after deleting the i th block.
Also, let #~ (i )n =l
&1(n#^n&(n&l) #^ (i )n ) denote the i th pseudo-value of #^n .
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Then, the block jackknife estimates of the bias and the variance of #^n are
given by (cf. Liu and Singh, 1992; Ku nsch, 1989)
Bias@BJ(#^n)=N&1 :
N
i=1
(#^n&#~ (i ))
and
Var@BJ(#^n)=(l(n&l)&1) N&1 :
N
i=1
(#~ (i )n &#^n)
2. (2.1)
Note that block-jackknife bias and variance estimators given by (2.1)
reduce to their i.i.d. counterparts (cf. p. 6, Efron, 1982, (2.7)) if l=1, i.e.,
if we delete blocks of size 1 or a single observation at a time.
With these preliminaries, we are now ready to describe the JAB for
dependent data. In theory, the JAB for dependent data applies a version of
the block jackknife method to a block-bootstrap quantity to achieve the
computational advantage as in the i.i.d. case. For definiteness, we only con-
sider the overlapping block bootstrap. (See Lahiri, 1996b for a description
of the JAB for the nonoverlapping block bootstrap.) Recall that
N=n&l+1 is the total number of observed blocks [B1 ,..., BN] of length
l. Let , n #, n(l) be the block bootstrap estimator of ,n #,(Gn) based on
blocks of size l. Also, let m be an integer between 1 and N (denoting the
number of deleted bootstrap blocks in the JAB) and let M=N&m+1.
For i=1,..., M, define the set Ii=[1,..., N]"[i,..., i+m&1]. To define the
ith jackknife block-deleted point value , (i )n , resample b blocks from the
reduced collection [Bj : j # Ii] and apply the functional , to the resulting
block-bootstrap estimator G n, i of Gn . Specifically, let Ji1 ,..., Jib be a collec-
tion of b random variables such that conditional on Xn , they are i.i.d. with
the discrete uniform distribution on Ii ; i.e., P*(Ji1= j)=(N&m)
&1 for all
j # Ii . (Here and in the following, P* and E* respectively denote the condi-
tional probability and conditional expectation given the data Xn .) Then,
the desired resampled blocks are given by [Bi* j #BJij : j=1,..., b]. Let X n*
i
denote the bootstrap sample mean based on the n1 #l } b resampled data-
values in the array [Bi* j : j=1,..., b], and let +^n, i=E*X n*
i . Then G n, i is the
conditional distribution (given Xn) of T*n, i #(H(X n* i)&H(+^n, i)) and we
define the i th jackknife block-deleted point value , (i )n by
, (i )n =,(G n, i),
i=1,..., M. It may be noted that like G n , an exact evaluation of G n, i is dif-
ficult and one has to approximate it using simulation. However, once the
data X1 ,..., Xn have been observed, in principle, G n, i can be calculated. The
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JAB estimators for the bias and the variance of , n are then defined using
the definition (2.1) as
Bias@JAB(, n)=N &1 :
N
i=1
(, n&, (i )n )
and
Var@ JAB(, n)=(m(N&m)&1) M &1 :
M
i=1
(, (i )n &, n)
2, (2.2)
where , (i )n =m
&1(N, n&(N&m) , (i )n ).
To implement the JAB in practice, one proceeds as follows. Let
(B*k1 ,..., B*
k
b ), k=1,..., K be the K (conditionally independent) sets of
bootstrap blocks drawn (with replacement) from [B1 ,..., BN] for evaluating
the original bootstrap quantity , n using Monte Carlo simulation. For
1iM, let I i* denote the set of all indices k, 1kK, such that none
of the resampled blocks B*k1 ,..., B*
k
b in the kth set equals Bi ,..., Bi+m&1.
Note that it is possible that I i* is the empty set for some i. However, for
any given values of n and i, the (conditional) probability that I i* is empty
is [1&((N&m)N)b]K, which tends to zero geometrically fast as the num-
ber of bootstrap replicates K tends to infinity. Thus, for K large, I i* is non-
empty for all i with probability close to 1. It can be shown that (cf. Lahiri,
1996b) for each k # I i* , the blocks [B*k1 ,..., B*
k
b ] behave as a random sam-
ple of size b from the reduced collection [Bj : j # Ii]. Hence, for evaluating
, (i )n , we can reuse the original bootstrap replicates without additional resam-
pling. Define T*kn, i=(H(X *
k
n )&H(+^n, i)), where X *
k
n is the sample mean
based on [B*k1 ,..., B*
k
b ]. Then, the Monte Carlo approximation to ,
(i )
n is
given by ,(G *n, i), where G *n, i is the empirical distribution of [T*kn, i : k # I i*].
The JAB bias and variance estimates are obtained from (2.2) by replacing
, n and , (i )n ’s with their Monte Carlo values ,(G n*) and ,(G *n, i), 1iM,
respectively.
In the next section, we investigate the consistency property of the JAB
bias estimator for the overlapping block-bootstrap method. Analogs of all
the results presented here hold for the nonoverlapping version of the block-
bootstrap as well.
3. JACKKNIFE-AFTER-BOOTSTRAP BIAS ESTIMATORS
In this section we consider the asymptotic performance of the JAB bias
estimators defined in Section 2 for dependent data. Let , 1n and , 2n respec-
tively denote the block bootstrap estimators of the bias and the variance of
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Tn=(H(X n)&H(+)) based on blocks of size l. Although the JAB produces
consistent variance estimators of bootstrap quantities, like , 1n and , 2n , it
is not as much effective in estimating their biases. Indeed it follows from
Theorem 3.1 below that for almost any reasonable choices of the block-
sizes l and m, the JAB bias estimators underestimate the actual biases of
the bootstrap estimators , 1n and ,^2n and are not consistent.
To state the main result, we need to introduce some notation. Let
Z+=[0, 1,...] denote the set of all nonnegative integers. For :=
(:1,..., :d)$ # (Z+)d, x=(x1,..., xd)$ # Rd, let |:|=:1+ } } } +:d , :!=>di=1 :i !
and xa=>di=1 (xi)
:i. With c:=D:H(+): !, : # (Z+)d, define
A1=& :
|:| =1
:
|;|=1
c:+; \ :

j=&
| j | E(X1&+): (Xj+1&+);+
and
A2=& :
|:|=1
:
|;| =1
c:c; \ :

j=&
| j | E(X1&+): (Xj+1&+);+ .
For =>0, let In, = denote the set In, = [(l, m) # (Z+)2 : n=ln (1&2=)2,
ln=mn12]. Also, for two real numbers x and y, write x 6 y=
max[x, y] and x 7 y=min[x, y].
For proving the inconsistency of the JAB bias estimators of ,1n and ,2n ,
we shall assume that the sequence [Xn] is strongly mixing at a polynomial
rate. Define the strong mixing coefficient of [Xn] by
:(n)#Sup[ |P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)| : A # Fk1 , B # F

k+n , k1],
where for any 1ab, Fba denotes the _-field generated by
[Xi : aib]. Also, for r1 and $>0, define 2(r, $)=n=1 n
2r&1
:(n)$(2r+$).
The following assumption will be used for proving the results of this
paper.
Assumption A.1. H : Rd  R is four-times continuously differentiable
and for all & # (Z+)d, |&|=4,
|D&H(x)|C(1+&x&a), x # Rd,
for some a # Z+ , C>0, where for a vector &=(&1 ,..., &d)$ in (Z+)d, D&
denotes the & th-order partial differential operator &1+ } } } +&dx&1
1
} } } x&dd .
The following result establishes the inconsistency of the JAB bias
estimator for , 1n and , 2n .
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Theorem 3.1. Assume that Assumption A.1 holds and that Aj {0,
j=1, 2. Then, for any 0<= 14 ,
Sup[ |Bias@JAB(, jn)Bias(, jn)| : (l, m) # In, =] p 0 as n  ,
for j=1, 2, provided E &X1&2s+$< and 2(s ; $)< for some $>0 and
for some integer s satisfying 2s[4+(a 6 2)] =&1.
Thus, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the JAB bias estimators tend
to zero at a faster rate than their target parameters uniformly in the blocking
parameters l and m lying in the set In, = and, hence, are not consistent. As
a result, the JAB fails to produce consistent estimators of the mean squared
error (MSE) of bootstrap quantities under dependence, particularly when
the contributions from the bias and the variance parts match. For the i.i.d.
case, however, the relative contribution of the bias term in the MSE is
negligible compared to the variance term, and hence, the consistency of the
JAB estimator of the MSE follows from the results of Lahiri (1996b).
To illustrate the main reason behind such a behaviour of the JAB
estimator, consider the simple case where d=1, % n=X n , and ,n=Var(X n).
For notational simplicity, let +=0. Then, ,n=n&1(EX 21+2 
n&1
j=1
(1&n&1j) EX1Xj+1) and under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1,
Bias(, n)=&2(l&1j=1 jEX1Xj+1) n
&1l&1+O(n&2l). Also, from the proof
of Theorem 3.1 (cf. Step I below), it follows that the bootstrap estimator
and the pseudo-values admit expansions of the form
, n=,n&2n&1l&1 \ :
l&1
j=1
jEX1Xj+1++N&1 :
N
j=1
Yj+op(n&1l&1)
and
, (i )n =,n&2n
&1l&1 \ :
l&1
j=1
jEX1Xj+1 ++m&1 :
i+m&1
j=i
Yj+op(n&1l&1) (3.1)
for some zero mean rv’s Yj s defined in terms of the blocks Bj , j=1,..., N.
Note that the second terms in the expansions for , n and , (i )n are the same
and are asymptotically equivalent to Bias(, n). Hence, the JAB-bias
estimator, defined as an average of the differences (, n&, (i )n ), i=1,..., M,
has a smaller order than the actual bias of , n , leading to the conclusions
of Theorem 3.1.
This undesirable feature of the JAB is unavoidable in the dependent case,
without further modifications. Note that to ensure the computational
efficacy of the method, we need to use the original bootstrap blocks as the
basic units for defining the JAB estimators. However, this restriction itself
forces (the expected values of) the original bootstrap estimator , n and its
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pseudo-values , (i)n , both defined in terms of blocks of length l, to coincide
up to the second-order terms (viz., terms of order O(n&1l&1) in the exam-
ple). As a result, the standard JAB estimator cannot distinguish the bias
terms from the original parameter, so long as the same block sizes are used.
The above discussion suggests that we need to use a different block size,
say l1 , to obtain valid estimators of the bias of the block-bootstrap
estimator , n #, n(l). Let , n(l1) be the block-bootstrap estimator of ,n
based on blocks of size l1 that grows to infinity at a rate faster than l. We
propose the following modified bias estimators for , n #, n(l),
Bias@(, n)=M &1 :
M
i=1
(, (i)n &, n(l1))
and
Bias
t
(, n)=(, n&, n(l1)). (3.2)
Note that both estimators in (3.2) require computing the bootstrap
estimator , n(l1) for a second block length l1 and, hence, are not directly
computable from the original bootstrap replicates. Although this makes the
modified JAB bias estimators computationally less efficient than the JAB
variance estimator, they are still far more efficient than estimators derived
from other alternative methods, like the iterated bootstrap. To produce an
estimator of Bias(, n(l)), the iterated bootstrap, or the bootstrap-after-
bootstrap (BAB, as suggested by a referee) would require resampling the
original data set X1 ,..., Xn using blocks of length m, say, and then further
resampling blocks of length l from these resampled values to obtain an
estimate of the bias of the block bootstrap estimator , n(l). Thus, if K1 and
K2 are the number of bootstrap replicates used in the two rounds, the BAB
requires generating K1 } K2 bootstrap replicates. In comparison, the
modified JAB bias estimators require generating only K1+K2 bootstrap
replicates, where K1 is the number of replicates used to compute , n(l) and
K2 is the number of replicates used to compute , n(l1). Since Ki ’s range in
several hundreds (if not in several thousands), the modified JAB estimators
have significant computational advantage over the corresponding BAB
estimators. The following result proves the consistency of the proposed
estimators.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that Assumption A.1 holds, Aj {0, j=1, 2, and
that (l, m) # In, = for some 0<= 14 with ll
&1
1 +n
&1l1l
2=o(1) as n  .
Also, let E &X1&2s+$< and 2(s ; $)< for some $>0 and for some
integer s satisfying 2s[4+(a 6 2)] =&1. Then for j=1, 2,
Bias@(, jn)Bias(, nj)  p 1 as n  
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and
Bias
t
(, jn)Bias(, jn)  p 1 as n  .
Note that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 imply that the modified JAB
bias estimators are consistent, provided the original block length parameter
l is of the order o(n13). For block lengths of larger magnitude, Bias(, jn(l))
becomes smaller, and as a consequence, it becomes harder to estimate Bias-
(, jn(l)) consistently. Indeed, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that
the estimators given by (3.2) are not consistent if the block length l grows
at least as fast as Cn13 as n   for some C>0.
4. PROOFS
We begin with some notation to be used in the rest of the paper. Let E
*
and P
*
respectively denote the conditional expectation and the conditional
probability given the data Xn . For notational simplicity, set I0=[1,..., N],
, jn=, (0)jn , and +^n=+^n, 0 . Write Uj=l
&1(Xj+ } } } +Xj+l&1) for the j th
block average, 1 jN. Also, write U* ij =l
&1(XJij ,..., XJij+l&1) for the
average of the j th resampled block from the collection [Bj : j # Ii],
j=1,..., b, 0iM. Thus, conditional on Xn , U* i1 ,..., U*
i
b are i.i.d. rv’s with
P
*
(U* i1 =Uj)=|Ii |
&1, j # Ii for all 0iM. Set U*j=U*0j , 1 jb. For
s>0, write \s=(E &X1&s)1s. Let C, C( } ) denote generic constants, depending
on their arguments (if any) and not on n, l, and m. Unless otherwise
specified, limits in order symbols are taken letting n  . Also, in the proofs
below, unless stated otherwise, we set +=0.
For proving Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we need a few lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose E &X1&2r+$< and 2(r, $)#n=1 n
2r&1
:(n)$(2r+$)< for some integer r1 and some real number $>0. Also,
assume that l&1+m&1+n&12(l+m)=o(1). Then, for all n1,
(i) nrE &X n&2rC(r, d ) \2r2r+$2(r, $),
(ii) nrE &+^n&2rC(r, d ) \2r2r+$2(r, $), and
(iii) K&rE &Kj=1 |jnUj&
2rC(r, d ) \2r2r+$2(r, $), K # [m, N],
where |jn ’s are nonrandom weights satisfying ||jn |1 for all 1 jK.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that d=1. Note that in all of
the three cases (i)(iii), the random variables on the left-hand side can be
written as a weighted sum of the form Kj=1 |jnXj , where |in=1 for
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liK&l and ||in |1 for all 1iK, with K=n for (i) and (ii), and
K # [m, N] for (iii). Hence, using the cumulant expansions for moments, one
can prove Lemma 4.1, adapting the argument in Bulinskii and Zhurbenko
(1976). We omit the details.
Lemma 4.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.1, for i=0, 1,..., m,
(i) E &+^n, i&2rC(r, d ) \2r2r+d2(r, d ) n
&r,
(ii) E(E
*
&X *n&2r)C(r, d ) \2r2r+$2(r, $) n
&r, and
(iii) E(E
*
&U*1&2r)C(r, d ) \2r2r+d2(r, d ) l&r.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that d=1. First we consider
Part (i). Note that for the case i=0, Lemma 4.1(ii) gives the desired bound.
Hence, assume that 1iM. Then, by Lemma 4.1(ii) and (iii),
E &+^n, i&2rC(r)(N&m)&2r _E " :
N
j=1
Uj "
2r
+E " :
m
j=1
Uj "
2r
&
C(r, d ) \2r2r+$2(r, $)[n
&r+n&2rmr].
As for part (ii), let (k) denote summation over all positive integer :1 ,..., :k
satisfying kj=1 :j=2r. Then, by Lemma 4.1,
E[E
*
&X * in &2r]
=E _E* "b&1 :
b
j=1
U* ij "
2r
&
C(r, d ) E \E* \b&1 :
b
j=1
[U* ij &+^n, i]+
2r
+(+^n, i)2r+
=C(r, d ) E \b&2r :
r
k=1
:
(k)
:
1 j< } } } < jkb
E
*
‘
k
p=1
(U* ijp &+^n, i)
:p+(+^n, i)2r+
C(r, d ) E(b&rE
*
(U* i1 &+^n, i)
2r+(+^n, i)2r)
C(r, d ) E _b&r |Ii |&1 :j # Ii U
2r
j +(+^n, i)
2r&
C(r, d ) \2r2r+$2(r, $) n
&r,
proving Lemma 4.2(ii).
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The proof of Lemma 4.2(iii) follows from similar arguments. Hence, we
omit it.
Lemma 4.3. Let Yj= |:|=2 c1(:) U :j , 1 jN, for some constants
c1(:)’s, and let Si=i+m&1j=i (Yj&EYj), 1iM. Then, for any integer r1
and for all n1,
(i) E(Kj=1 |jn(Yj&EYj))
2rC(d, r, C1 , 2(2r+1, $), \4r+2+$) Krl&r,
(ii) E(Mi=1 (S
2
i &ES
2
i ))
2rC(d, r, C1 , 2(4r+3, $)), \8r+6+$) Mrm3rl&2r
for K # [l1 , m, N], where |jn ’s are nonrandom weights satisfying
sup[ ||jn | : 1 jN]1 and C1=max[ |c1(:)| : |:|=2].
Proof. Let
T1i= :
il 7 K
j=(i&1) l+1
|jn(Yj&EYj)
and
T2i= :
i(l+m) 7 M
j=(i&1)(l+m)+1
(S 2j &ES
2
j ),
i1. Then for k=1, 2, Tki and Tk(i+2) are functions of disjoint sets of Xj ’s.
Hence, writing (1) and (2) for sums over even and odd indices respec-
tively, and using the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we get
E \ :
K
j=1
|jn(Yj&EYj)+
2r
C(r) {E \:
(1)
T1i+
2r
+E \:
(2)
T1i +
2r
=
C(r, d ) 2(r, 1)(Kl)r
_max {\E } :
s
j=1
|jn(Yj&EYj)}
2r+1
+
2r(2r+1)
: 1sl=
C(r, d ) 2(r, 1) Krlr(E |Y1 | 2r+1)2r(2r+1)
C(r, d, C1) 2(r, 1) Krlr(2(2r+1; $) \4r+24r+2+$)
2r(2r+1),
proving the first part of the lemma.
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Using a similar regrouping of even and odd T2i ’s, and applying part (i)
with K=m in the last step below, we have
E \ :
M
i=1
(S 2i &ES
2
i )+
2r
C(r, d ) 2(r, 1)(M(l+m))r max[(E |T2i | 2r+1)2r(2r+1) : i1]
C(r, d ) 2(r, 1) Mr(l+m)r (E |S1 | 4r+2)2r(2r+1)
C(r, d, C1 , 2(4r+3; $), \8r+6+$) Mrmr[m2r+1l&(2r+1)]2r(2r+1),
completing the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For clarity of exposition, we outline the main
steps in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Step I. Using the smoothness of the function H and Taylor’s expan-
sion, we obtain expansions for the bootstrap estimators and their block-
jackknife point values. The leading terms in these expansions, which are
certain quadratic polynomials in the block averages Uj , 1 jN, deter-
mine the behaviour of the JAB bias estimators. The remaining terms in the
expansions are asymptotically negligible, and we show this using the
moment bounds from Lemmas 4.14.3.
Step II. Note that for any finite set of random variables [Zt : t # 4]
and for any real numbers ’>0, r>0,
P(max[ |Zt | : t # 4]>’) :
t # 4
P( |Zt |>’)
 :
t # 4
’&rE |Zt | r.
We apply this simple inequality to the doubly-indexed set of random
variables,
[ |Bias@JAB(, jn)Bias(, jn)| : (l, m) # In, =],
and then use the moment bounds from Lemmas 4.14.3 to show that the
right side of the resulting inequality tends to zero as n  , which in turn
implies Theorem 3.1.
In the following, we first carry out the details of these steps for the func-
tional ,1n . Write , (i)1n=,
(i)
1n(l) to emphasize the dependence on l.
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Step I. For i=O, 1,..., M, expanding H(X * in ) around +^n, i and
D:H( +^n, i)’s around + in Taylor’s series (cf. Lemma 8.1, Bhattacharya and
Ranga Rao, 1986), we have
, (i)1n(l)=b
&1 \ |Ii |&1 :j # Ii (Y1j+Y2j)& :|:|=2 c:( +^n, i)
:++R 12n(i, l), (4.1)
where Y1j#Y1j (l)= |:|=2 c:(Uj):, Y2j#Y2j (l)= |:|=2  |;|=1 c:, ;(EU :1) }
(Uj);, and by Assumption A.1, the remainder term R 12n(i, l) has the form
}R 12n(i, l)&{b&1 :
|:|=2
:
|;|=1
c:, ;( +^n, i); (E*(U*
i
1 )
:&EU :1)
+b&2 :
|:| =3
c:E*(U*
i
1 )
:=}
C[b&1 &+^n, i&3+b&2&+^n, i& [E* &U*
i
1 &
2+E
*
&U* i1 &
3+a]
+[E
*
&X * in &
4+E
*
&X * in &
4+a]]
#R 13n(i, l), say. (4.2)
Note that for i=0, 1,..., M, and for any integer r1, by Lemmas 4.1 and
4.2,
E |R 13n(i, l)| rC[b&rn&3r2+b&2rn&r2[l&r+l&(3+a) r2]
+n&2r+n&(4+a) r2]
Cn&2r, (4.3)
provided the (moment and the mixing) conditions of Lemma 4.2 hold with
2r replaced by the smallest even integer not less than (4+a) r. Here, the
constant C does not depend on i.
Next, using (4.1) and (4.2), we get
, (i)1n(l)=m
&1[N, 1n(l)&(N&m) , (i)1n(l)]
=(mb)&1 :
i+m&1
j=i
(Y1j+Y2j)+N(N&m)&1 (mb)&1 :
|:|=2
c:
_{( +^n);(:) \ :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj+
#(:)
+( +^n)#(:) \ :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj+
;(:)
=
+R 14n(i, l), (4.4)
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where |;(:)|=1=|#(:)| and ;(:)+#(:)=:, and
|R 14n(i, l)|Cm&1b&1 _ :
|:|=2 {m |+^
:
n |+(N&m)
&1 }\ :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj+
:
}=
+ :
|:| =2
:
|;|=1
[ |N+^;n(E*(U1*)
:&EU :1)
&(N&m) +^;n, i (E*(U1*
i):&EU :1)|]&
+C(m&1b&2) :
|:|=3
|NE
*
(U1*):&(N&m) E*(U1*
i):|
+(Nm&1)[R 13n(0, l)+R 13n(i, l)]
Cm&1b&1 _\m &+^n &2+n&1 " :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj "
2
+
+{ :
|:|=2 \mn
&1 &+^n&+n&1 " :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj "+ } :
N
j=1
(U :j &EU
:
1) }
+ :
|:| =2
&+^n, i& } " :
i+m&1
j=i
(U :j &EU
:
1)"=&
+Cm&1b&2 :
|:|=3 " :
i+m&1
j=i
U :j "
+Nm&1(R 13n(0, l)+R 13n(i, l)). (4.5)
Hence, for any integer r1, using (4.2), (4.5), and Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and
4.3, we get
M&1 :
M
i=1
E |R 14n(i, l)| rCm&rb&r[(mrn&r+mrn&r)
+[(mrn&rn&r2+n&rmr2)(nr2l&r2)
+n&r2mr2l&r2]+mrn&3r2+n&rmr2]
+Cm&rb&2rmrl&3r2+Cm&rnrn&2r
C[(n&rb&r+[n&r2m&r2b&rl&r2])]+Cm&rn&r
C[n&rb&r+n&3r2mr2lr2+m&rn&r], (4.6)
provided 2(s, $)< and \2s+$< for some integer s satisfying 2s4r+
(a 6 2) r. This completes Step I for ,1n .
Step II. Write l, m to denote summation over l and m over the set
In, = . Then, by (4.1)(4.4) and Lemmas 4.14.3, for any ’>0,
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P(max[ |Bias@JAB(, 1n(l))||Bias(, 1n(l))| : (l, m) # In=]>’)
C’&r :
l, m
(nl)r E }M&1 :
M
i=1
(, 1n(l)&, (i)1n(l))}
r
C’&r :
l, m
(nl)r _b&rE }M &1 :
M
i=1 {m
&1 :
i+m&1
j=i
(Y1j&EY1j)=
&N&1 :
N
j=1
(Y1j&EY11)}
r
+b&rE }M&1 :
M
i=1 \m
&1 :
i+m&1
j=i
Y2j+&\N&1 :
N
j=1
Y2j+}
r
+m&rb&r :
|:|=2
E }M&1 :
M
i=1 {( +^n)
;(:) \ :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj+
#(:)
+( +^n)#(:) \ :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj +
;(:)
=}
r
+M&1 :
M
i=1
E |R 14n(i, l)| r+E |R 12n(0, l)| r+b&rE &+^n&2r&
C’&r :
l, m
(b&1nl)r {E }(M &1&N &1) :
N
j=1
(Y1j&EY1j) }
r
+n&rE } :
m
j=1
(1& jm)(Y1j+Y1(N& j+1)&2EY11)}
r
+E }(M &1&N &1) :
N
j=1
Y2j }
r
+nrE } :
m
j=1
(1& jm)(Y2j+Y2(N& j+1))}
+E &+^n &r "M &1 :
M
j=1 \m
&1 :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj+"
r
=
+C’&r :
l, m
(nl)r [(n&rb&r+n&3r2b&r2+m&rn&r)
+(b&rn&r+n&rl&r2b&r+b&2rl&3r2+n&2r)]
C’&r :
l, m
[l2r[(mrn&2rnr2l&r2+n&rmr2l&r2)(1+l&r2)
+n&r2n&r2]+[b&rlr+m&rlr]]
C’&r :
l, m
[(n&12l)3r2+(n&1l2)r+(m&1l)r]
C’&rn1&=(n&=)r
=o(1), (4.7)
if r is such that =r>(1&=).
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Therefore, the theorem holds for , 1n(l) if E &X1 &2s+$< and
2(s, $)< for some integer s satisfying 2s[4+(a 6 2)] =&1.
To prove the assertion for , 2n , note that by arguments similar to (4.1),
for i=0, 1,..., M,
, (i)2n(l)=b
&1 |Ii | &1 :
j # Ii
(Y3j+Y4j)&b&1 \ :
|:|=1
+^:n, i+
2
+R 21n(i, l),
where Y3j=( |:|=1 c:U :j )
2, Y4j=2  |:|=1  |;|=1  |#|=1 c:+;c#[U :j EU
;+#
1 +
U;j EU
:+#
1 ], and
}R 21n(i, l)&_2b&1 :
|:|=1
:
|;|=1
:
|#|=1
c:+;c#
_[(+^n, i): (E*(U*
i
1 )
;+#&EU ;+#1 )
+(+^n, i);(E*(U*
i
1 )
:+#&EU :+#1 )]
+2b&2 :
|:|=2
:
|;|=1
c:c;E*(U*
i
1 )
:+;&}
C[b&1 &+^n, i&3+b&2 &+^n, i& E* &U*
i
1 &
2
+E
*
&X n* i&4+E* &X n*
i&6+2a].
Clearly, the expansion for , (i)2n and the (leading terms in the) remainder
R 21n(i, l) are of the same form as those for , (i)1n(l). Hence, retracing the
arguments above, one can prove the theorem for , 2n . This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. From (4.4) and (4.6), it follows that
M&1 :
M
ji=1
, (i)1n(l)=(Mmb)
&1 :
M
i=1
:
i+m&1
j=i
(Y1j (l)+Y2j (l))+R 15n ,
where
|R 15n | }M&1 :
M
i=1
R 14n(i, l)}+(mb)&1 C &+^n& } "M&1 :
M
i=1 \ :
i+m&1
j=i
Uj +".
Also, for k # [l, l1], from (4.1) and (4.2),
, 1n(k)=([nk](n&k+1))&1 :
n&k+1
j=1
(Y1k(k)+Y2j (k))+R 16n(k), (4.8)
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where
|R 16n(k)|Cn&1k{&+^n(k)&2+ :
|:|=2
&+^n(k)& |E*(U1*(k))
:&E(U1(k)):|=
+Cb&2 :
|:|=3
&E
*
(U 1*(k)):&+R 13(0, k) (4.9)
and the block bootstrap variables U1(k), U 1*(k), +^n(k) are defined in terms
of blocks of size k.
Let b1 denote the largest integer not exceeding nl1 . Then, as in the
derivation of (4.7), it follows that
|Bias@(, 1n)&Bias(, 1n)|
 }(Mmb)&1 :
M
i=1
:
i+m&1
j=i
[(Y1j (l)&EY1j (l))+Y2j (l)] }
+[b1(n&l1+1)]&1 } :
n&l1+1
j=1
(Y1j (l1)&EY1j (l1)+Y2j (l1))}
+|(b&11 EY11(l1)&b
&1EY11(l))+Bias(, 1n(l))|
+|R 15n |+|R 16n(l1)|
=Op(b&1l&1M&12l12)+Op(b&11 l
&1
1 n
&12l121 )
+O(n&1l&11 )+op(n
&1l&1)+op(n&1l&1)
=op(n&1l&1).
This proves the consistency of the estimator Bias@(, 1n) for Bias(, 1n).
Next, using (4.3), Lemmas 4.14.3 (with l replaced by l1 for , 1n(l1)),
and similar arguments, from (4.8) and (4.9), we get
| Bias
t
(, 1n)&Bias(, 1n)|
|(b&11 EY11(l1)&b
&1EY11(l))+Bias(, 1n(l))|
+l1n&2 } :
n&l1+1
i=1
(Y1j (l1)&EY1j (l1)+Y2j (l1))}
+ln&2 } :
N
j=1
(Y1j (l)&EY11(l)+Y2j (l))}+R 16n(l1)+R 16n(l)
=op((nl)&1),
proving Theorem 3.2 for , 1n .
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The proof for , 2n is similar and, hence, is omitted.
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